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Hierarchical Design"
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Domain Name System (DNS)"

•  Translate human understandable names to 
machine understandable names"
•  E.g., www.cs.williams.edu137.165.8.2"

•  Hierarchical structure"
•  Every DNS server knows where the “root” is"

•  The root can tell you how to get to .edu"

•  .edu server can tell you how to find williams.edu"
•  williams.edu tells you about cs.williams.edu"

•  cs.williams.edu translates www.cs.williams.edu137.165.8.2"

•  Caching along the way to improve performance"
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Query Processing"
•  Clients query local name server"

•  Local name server can provide authoritative or cached answers"

•  Many name servers support both recursive and iterative 
queries"
•  Recursive queries - servers recursively find answer and return it to 

resolver (host who originally submitted query)"
•  Iterative queries - each server responds to resolver with information 

about next server to ask"

•  If response is not cached locally, locate server lowest in the 
hierarchy with entry in local DB"
•  In the worst case, contact root (.)"

•  Cache locally with TTL"
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Recursive DNS Lookup Example"
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(Note that the servers could also just route the request among 
themselves rather than going back to the local nameserver each time.)"
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Iterative DNS Lookup Example"
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Local nameserver only tells 
client what it already knows.   
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Domains and Zones"

•  Domains"
•  Entire branches in tree"

•  Zones"
•  Portions of a domain (anchored at domain nodes)"

•  Any contiguous set of nodes in the tree"
•  Provide local autonomy"
•  Can be grown to arbitrary size"

•  Each zone should provide redundant name servers"
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Zones and Domains"
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Caching"

•  Caching (and replication) can be used to improve 
performance"

•  Name servers cache lookups for some period of time "
•  Time to keep data in cache determined by TTL value"

•  (TTL = time to live)"
•  Design decisions:"

•  Low TTL -> more accurate results, more lookups"
•  High TTL -> less accurate results (stale data), less lookups"

•  Caching can significantly reduce lookup time and 
traffic, but only if the right design choices are made"

•  Cache poisoning"
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1988 Status"
•  20k hosts available through DNS"
•  30 top level domain names"
•  7 Root servers"

•  1 query per second, driven by tuning of parameters"

•  Query breakdown"
•  All info (25-40%)"
•  Hostname to address (30-40%)"

•  Address to hostname (10-15%)"
•  Mail MX record (<10%)"
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Discussion"

•  Where does security fit into DNS?"
•  What tradeoffs are associated with caching 

DNS lookups?"
•  Who controls DNS root servers?"
•  Who should control them?"

•  International domain names?"
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Other Naming Services"
•  Directory services"

•  Name services allow users to find attributes for a given name"
•  But how do you find names for a given attribute?"

•  “Yellow pages services”"
•  Example:"

•  Find all computers running Mac OS X in this building"
•  Find closest printer"

•  Popular directory services"
•  Microsoft’s Active Directory Services, X.500, LDAP"

•  There are also special directory services called discovery 
services"

•  Next up: How can we maintain/build directory and discovery 
services?"
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Directory Service"

•  Formal definition"
•  A service that stores collections of bindings 

between names and attributes"

•  Looks up entries that match attribute-based 
specifications"

•  Popular examples"
•  X.500"
•  LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)"
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X.500"

•  Application level service in OSI set of standards (1988?)"
•  Data stored in X.500 servers is organized into a tree structure"

•  Name tree is called the Directory Information Tree (DIT)"
•  Entire directory structure is called Directory Information Base 

(DIB)"

•  Servers are called Directory Service Agents (DSA)"
•  Clients are Directory User Agents (DUA)"

•  X.500 is almost like DNS for “people”"
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X.500"
•  DIB entry consists of a set of attributes"
•  Each attribute has a type and one or more values"
•  Name of DIB entry is determined by selecting 

distinguished attributes called Distinguished 
Names (DN)"

•  Accessing the directory:"
•  Read - specify name (similar to domain name) and 

desired attributes, DSA navigates DIT and returns 
requested information"

•  Search - specify base name and filter expression, DSA 
returns DNs for all entries below base name for which 
filters evaluate to true"
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X.500"
•  Updating the DIB"
•  DSA interface supports adding, deleting, modifying 

entries in DIB"
•  Expected that DIB is partitioned and replicated, 

but X.500 standard does not address 
implementation issues directly"

•  Issues with X.500"
•  Very heavy-weight!  Complex and difficult to 

implement"
•  Uses upper layers of network stack"
•  Check out Wikipedia…"
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LDAP to the Rescue"

•  X.500 is too complex for many applications"
•  Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 

(LDAP) is based on X.500, but is simplified"
•  Runs over TCP/IP"
•  LDAP, unlike X.500, is widely used in Internet 

applications"
•  LDAP directory service consists of a number 

of records made up of (attribute, value) pairs"
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LDAP"
•  Sample LDAP namespace:"

Attribute! Abbr.! Value!

Country" C" US"

Locality" L" Massachusetts"

Organization" O" Williams College"

OranizationalUnit" OU" Comp. Sci."

CommonName" CN" Main server"

Mail_Servers" --" 137.164.8.4, 137.165.8.5"

WWW_Server" --" 137.165.8.6"

Maine          
Bowdoin College          

139.140.238.128

139.140.227.110


